**EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES**

**BODY TRIM**

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches
- Made in the USA

**Cowles 27” U Door Edge - Black (2)** COW T3802/E AT1007

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

**Cowles Custom Trim, 1/4” x 20’ - Chrome** COW S37740

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches
- Made in the USA

**Cowles 27” U Door Edge - Chrome (2)** COW T3805/E AT1002

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

**Cowles Custom Trim, 1-3/8” x 8’ - Chrome** COW S37754

- U Shape pre adhesive design comes in a roll to cut to desired length
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Cowles Edge Trim, 18’ - Black** COW T5602

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

**Cowles Custom Trim, 3/4” x 12’ - Chrome** COW S37734

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches
- Made in the USA

**Cowles 27” U Door Edge - Clear (2)** COW T3800/E AT1008

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Clear allow vehicle color to show through
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Cowles Edge Trim, 18’ - Chrome** COW T5605

- U Shape pre adhesive design comes in a roll to cut to desired length
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Cowles Custom Trim, 1/2” x 18’ - Chrome** COW S37750

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

**Cowles Custom Trim, 1-3/8” x 8’ - Chrome** COW S37754

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Cowles Truck/SUV Edge Trim, 8’ - Black** COW S37203

- U Shape pre adhesive design comes in a roll to cut to desired length
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Cowles Truck/SUV Edge Trim, 8’ - Chrome** COW S37204

**PIN STRIPING**

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

**Cowles Custom Trim, 1/2” x 18’ - Chrome** COW S37750

- Main customization application is Wheel Wells, Bumpers or any area where you would like to apply accent molding
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Self Adhesive - 3M Tape
- Flexible around body lines

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Illusions Inc. 1/8” X 40’ Solid Black Pin Stripe** TAP 409219

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Illusions Inc. 1/4” X 40’ Double Black Pin Stripe** TAP 409019

- Pre cut just slip on and adhesive sets
- Flexible and Easy To Use
- Long Lasting UV Protection
- Product contains Hot Melt Glue
- Protects Edges from Chips and Scratches

**Illusions Inc. 1/4” X 40’ Solid Black Pin Stripe** TAP 409319

**Disclaimer:** Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
Illusions Inc. 1/4" X 40' Double Silver Pin Stripe TAP 409014

Illusions Inc. 1/4" X 40' Double Gold Pin Stripe TAP 409030

Illusions Inc. 1/4" X 40' Solid Red Pin Stripe TAP 409371

Illusions Inc. 1/4" X 40' Double Red Pin Stripe TAP 409071

Illusions Inc. 1/2" x 40' Multi-Line Black Pinstripe TAP 409119

Illusions Inc. 1/2" x 40' Multi-Line Red Pinstripe TAP 409171

Illusions Inc. 1/2" X 40' Double Silver Pin Stripe TAP 409114

Illusions Inc. 3D Carbon Fiber 84 Wrap Film TAP 6991

Illusions Inc. 3D Carbon Fiber (30" X 15") Wrap Film TAP 6992

Illusions Inc. 6" X 14' Diamond Plate Rocker Kit TAP 9206

Illusions Inc. 6" x 24' Racing Stripe Black TAP 8007

• Adhesive-backed vinyl is easy to apply

• Adhesive vinyl graphic

• Air Release technology for easy, bubble-free installation

• Fits rear quarter panel of most truck beds

• (2) 10" x 40" Bed Band Accent Strips

• Realtree logo or wildlife design available

Realtree Camo Graphics Auto Interior Skin - Adhesive Vinyl Graphic STZ RT-AIS-XT

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

DECALS - NOVELTY

• 6" x 8" packaging

• Easy to apply

Chroma Graphics Jesus with Crown Classic 1-Piece Decal CHR 3042

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• 6" x 8" packaging
• Easy to apply
Chroma Graphics United We Stand Eagle Classic 1-Piece Decal CHR 3067

• 6" x 8" packaging
• Easy to apply
Chroma Graphics American Flag Vinyl 2-Piece Decal Kit CHR 24104

Chroma Graphics American Flag 2-Piece Dome Decal CHR 5518

• Stainless Steel Bull Dog Emblem
• Dual Layer Stainless Steel 3d Design
• Peel & Stick
Pilot Bull Dog Stainless Steel Emblem PLT IP-3051

Bully Truck Trucker Girl Stainless Steel Emblem Dual Layer 3D Design PLT TT-097Z

Chroma Graphics Monogram Letters 85-Piece Decal Kit - Pink CHR 5377

• Adhesive vinyl graphic
• Premasked for easy installation
• Applies to any smooth surface
Realtree Camo Graphics 4X4 Off Road Contour-Cut Decal in Realtree XTRA Camo - Adhesive Vinyl Graphic STZ RT-4X4-XT

• Weather resistant vinyl for outdoor use
• Machined to the shape of the design
• Screen printed with UV resistant inks
• Decal size is 10” long x 5.5” tall
• Designed in the USA
Lethal Threat USA Winged Skull Decal CTD LT44013-A

• Weather resistant vinyl for outdoor use
• Machined to the shape of the design
• Screen printed with UV resistant inks
• Contains two large and two small decals, left and right version
• Larger decal size is 6.5” long x 3” tall, smaller decal size 3.25” x 1.25”
Lethal Threat Left & Right Feather USA Eagle Decal CTD LT44077

EXTERIOR
ACCESSORIES

DECALS WINDOW SHADE

• 5" x 38" packaging
• 4" x 60" actual product size
• Easy to apply
Chroma Graphics Harley-Davidson Bar and Shield Logo With Blades Windshield 2-Piece Decal - Exterior Mount CHR 3440

• 5" x 38" packaging
• 4" x 60" actual product size
• Easy to apply
Chroma Graphics Blades 1-Piece Windshield Decal - Exterior Mount CHR 3452

• Includes a carrier sheet for easy application
Chroma Graphics Ford Logo with Flames 1-Piece Windshield Decal - Black and White Exterior Mount CHR 3703

• 5" x 38" packaging
• Includes a carrier sheet for easy application
Chroma Graphics Honda Logo 1-Piece Decal - Clear with White Text CHR 3755

Browning Brand Camo Windshield Decal MSY BDE1413

Chroma Graphics Dodge Black Windshield Strip Decal - White Text and Red Racing Stripes CHR 49501

Chroma Graphics Chevy Windshield 2-in-1 Xpression Decal - White CHR 59006

Lethal Threat American Eagle Flag Decal Visor CTD LT56020

EXTERIOR
ACCESSORIES
EMBLEM

• Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
• Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
• Will not damage the paint on your car
• Simple peel & stick application
Elektroplate DBA USA Flag Chrome Auto Emblem CHR USA-FLAG-C
Emblems

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Elektroplate DBA Marine Chrome Auto Emblem CHR MRN-SL-C

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Elektroplate DBA Army Chrome Auto Emblem CHR ARMY-STAR-SL-C

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Elektroplate DBA Navy Chrome Auto Emblem CHR NAVY-SL-C

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Elektroplate DBA Airforce Chrome Auto Emblem CHR AF-WING-C

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Elektroplate DBA Fire Department Chrome Auto Emblem CHR FISH-CROSS-C

- Universal Fit
- Triple Chrome Plated
- Peel-N-Stick installation with 3M automotive adhesive

Pilot Limited Edition Stainless Steel Decal PLT IP-421C

- Black and silver poly resin emblem designed for out door use
- Easy peel and stick application
- Emblem size is 4" wide x 4" tall x .5" depth
- Designed in the USA

Lethal Threat Eagle Head Emblem Decal CTD LT88675

- Emblems attach via a paint-safe adhesive foam tape
- Won’t be affected by extreme weather or car washes
- Will not damage the paint on your car
- Simple peel & stick application

Lethal Threat Skulls N Guns ABS Plastic Emblem Decal CTD CE78005

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

LICENSE FRAMES

- Unbreakable shield is made from polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Clear flat design will not break or shatter
- Lifetime warranty against cracks or breakage
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Tuf Flat Shield, Clear License/Novelty Plate Shield CRU 76100

- Unbreakable shield is made from polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Smoke-tinted flat design will not break or shatter
- Lifetime warranty against cracks or breakage
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Tuf Flat Shield, Smoke License/Novelty Plate Shield CRU 76200

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
Cruiser Accessories Tuf Bubble Shield, Smoke License/Novelty Plate Shield CRU 73200

- Unbreakable shield is made from polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Smoke-tinted bubble design will not break or shatter
- Lifetime warranty against cracks or breakage
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Tuf Bubble Shield, Clear License/Novelty Plate Shield CRU 73100

- Unbreakable shield is made from polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Clear bubble design will not break or shatter
- Lifetime warranty against cracks or breakage
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Ultimate Tuf Combo, Black/Clear License/Novelty Plate Frame and Shield Kit CRU 62520

- Frame is made from durable ABS black plastic
- Smoke tinted shield is made of polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Lifetime guarantee against cracks or breaks and includes 1 frame and 1 shield
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Ultimate Tuf Combo, Black/Smoke License/Novelty Plate Frame and Shield CRU 62051

- Frame is made from durable ABS black plastic
- Clear shield is made of polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Lifetime guarantee against cracks or breaks and includes 1 frame and 1 shield
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Tuf Combo, Chrome/Blue License Plate Frame CRU 62034

- Frame is made from durable ABS chrome plated plastic
- Blue tinted shield is made of polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
- Lifetime guarantee against cracks or breaks and includes 1 frame and 1 shield
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Elektroplate DBA United State Metal 3D License Plate Frame - USA CHR USA-LPF

- Officially Licensed
- Heavy Duty, die-cast METAL license plate frame
- Chrome-plated finish with STRIKING 3D graphics
- Designed to show license plate numbers, registration tags, and state name for all States!
- Laws concerning this product vary from state to state. The manufacturer and retailer assume no responsibility for any unlawful use of this product. Before installing, please check state and local laws/regulations.
- UV Protected (Made in USA) color inserts

Elektroplate DBA US Marines Semper Fi Metal 3D License Plate Frame - USMC CHR MRN-LPF

- Officially Licensed
- Heavy Duty, die-cast METAL license plate frame
- Chrome-plated finish with STRIKING 3D graphics
- Designed to show license plate numbers, registration tags, and state name for all States!
- Laws concerning this product vary from state to state. The manufacturer and retailer assume no responsibility for any unlawful use of this product. Before installing, please check state and local laws/regulations.
- UV Protected (Made in USA) color inserts

Elektroplate DBA Army Metal 3D License Plate Frame CHR ARMY-LPF

- Officially Licensed
- Heavy Duty, die-cast METAL license plate frame
- Chrome-plated finish with STRIKING 3D graphics
- Designed to show license plate numbers, registration tags, and state name for all States!
- Laws concerning this product vary from state to state. The manufacturer and retailer assume no responsibility for any unlawful use of this product. Before installing, please check state and local laws/regulations.
- UV Protected (Made in USA) color inserts

Pilot Ford License Frame PLT LP-021B

- Looking for a unique way to add a custom element to your ride? This chrome license frame adds a custom look to any vehicle.
- Heavy-duty die-cast zinc.
- High-quality triple chrome-plated.
- Rust resistant.
License Frames

Pilot Chevy License Frame PLT LP-011B

- Looking for a unique way to add a custom element to your ride? This chrome license frame adds a custom look to any vehicle.
- Heavy-duty die-cast zinc.
- High-quality triple chrome-plated.
- Rust resistant.

Pilot Dodge License Frame PLT LP-031B

- Looking for a unique way to add a custom element to your ride? This chrome license frame adds a custom look to any vehicle.
- Heavy-duty die-cast zinc.
- High-quality triple chrome-plated.
- Rust resistant.

Chroma Graphics Jeep Metal License Plate Frame with Chrome Overlay and Plastic Accent CHR 42517

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct the state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Chroma Graphics Ford Built Tough Chrome License Plate Frame - Black and Silver CHR 42528

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct the state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Chroma Graphics Darth Vader and Stormtrooper Chrome License Plate Frame - Black and Silver CHR 42544

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct the state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Classic Lite, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 20030

- Designed with slotted fastener holes and ‘Engineered to Show More Plate’
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Made of durable ABS black plastic
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Nouveau, Black Plastic License Plate Frame CRU 20640

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame is black chrome plated
- Carefully hand polished
- Fastener caps are black chrome plated durable plastic

Cruiser Accessories Neo, Black Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 15030

- Does not obstruct the state or registration information
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Barbed Wire II, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 22230/46144-1

- Frame width is approximately 5/8 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Slim Rim, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 21330

- Frame width is approximately 5/8 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Perimeter, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 30630

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with black powder coated finish
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Perimeter, Black License Plate Frame CRU 30650

- Frame width is approximately 1/4 inch to create a sleek look
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy ‘show chrome’
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Nouveau, Black Chrome w/fastener caps License Plate Frame CRU 20680

- Designed with slotted fastener holes and ‘Engineered to Show More Plate’
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame is black chrome plated
- Carefully hand polished
- Fastener caps are black chrome plated durable plastic

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame is plated with extra heavy 'show chrome'
• Carefully hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Palm Tree, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 19003

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Carbon Fiber II, Carbon Fiber/Black Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 58098/22-1-4618

• Frame is made from durable ABS chrome plated plastic
• Clear shield is made of polycarbonate and a UV resistant stabilizer to prevent discoloration
• Lifetime warranty on the polycarbonate shield against cracks or breakage and kit includes 1 frame, 1 shield, 4 anti-theft standard fasteners, 4 anti-theft metric fasteners and 4 chrome fastener caps
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Ultimate Tuf Combo, Chrome/Clear License Plate Frame and Shield Kit CRU 62310

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
• Carefully hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Chain, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 20530

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
• Carefully hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Nouveau, Chrome Plastic License Plate Frame CRU 20643

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Frame is made of durable zinc die cast metal with black powder coated finish
• Fastener caps are black coated durable plastic
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Nouveau, Black w/fastener caps License Plate Frame CRU 20650

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
• Carefully hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Neo Classic, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 15330

• This frame does not obstruct the state or registration information
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame is chrome plated
• Accented with the Chevrolet emblem and hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Diamondesque, Chrome/Clear License Plate Frame CRU 18130

• This frame does not obstruct the state or registration information
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame is chrome plated
• This frame was designed with a black plastic insert to prevent paint chips
• This durable zinc die cast metal frame is chrome plated and carefully hand polished with a black plastic insert that will not rust or chip
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Chevy, Chrome/Gold License Plate Frame CRU 10437

• Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
• Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
• Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
• Carefully hand polished
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates

Cruiser Accessories Billet, Chrome/Black License Plate Frame CRU 58350

• Frame is made of durable zinc die cast metal
• Tri-skull head emblem is made of durable ABS plastic
• Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Skull & Bone, Chrome License Plate Frame CRU 25231

• Looking for a unique way to add a custom element to your ride? This chrome license plate frame adds a custom look to any vehicle.
• Heavy-duty die-cast zinc.
• High-quality triple chrome-plated.
• Rust resistant.

Pilot Ford License Frame PLT WL021-C

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
License Frames

- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand painted and polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 frame, and 2 set screws
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Dodge, Chrome/Red License Plate Frame**
CRU 11036/ML031-C

- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand painted and polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 frame and 2 set screws
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Eagle, Chrome License Plate Frame**
CRU 22330/ML108-C

- Hand painted to show off the detail of a yellow and white daisy
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit most novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 frame, 4 bling fastener caps with plastic cap retainers
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Daisy, Chrome/Painted License Plate Frame**
CRU 19130

- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit most novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 frame, 4 bling fastener caps with plastic cap retainers
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Queen, Chrome/Clear w/fastener caps License Plate Frame**
CRU 22630

- Frame is designed to maximize plate coverage to conform to many state laws
- Durable zinc die cast frame with chrome plating
- Designed to fit all standard 4x7 inch motorcycle license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Barbed Wire, Chrome Motorcycle License Plate Frame**
CRU 77430/22-1-4614

- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand painted and polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- Includes 2 Cadillac crest pivoting fastener caps with 2 chrome fastener caps with plastic cap retainers
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Cadillac, Chrome w/fastener caps License Plate Frame**
CRU 10330

- Frame slides into side notches and mounts to the vehicle from the top of the frame
- Durable zinc die cast metal frame with heavy 'show chrome'
- Carefully hand polished
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Neo Diamondsque, Chrome License Plate Frame**
CRU 15530

- Designed with slotted fastener holes and 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
- Does not obstruct state name or registration stickers
- Chrome plated ABS plastic frame
- Includes ABS matte gold plastic insert that will not rust or chip and re-designed with slotted fastener holes, 'Engineered to Show More Plate'
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates and includes 1 base frame, 1 plastic insert, and 4 rubberized flat black fastener caps with plastic cap retainers

**Cruiser Accessories Billet, Flat Black/Matte Gold w/fastener caps License Plate Frame**
CRU 58300

- Made of stainless steel to help prevent rusting and resist corrosion
- Hand polished to a reflective shine
- Designed to fit all standard 4x7 inch motorcycle license plates
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Elite, Stainless Steel Motorcycle License Plate Frame**
CRU 77000

- Looking for a unique way to add a custom element to your ride? This chrome license frame adds a custom look to any vehicle.
- Heavy-duty die-cast zinc.
- High-quality triple chrome-plated.
- Rust resistant.

**Pilot Nissan License Frame**
PLT WL071-C

- Durable die-cast metal frame
- Corrosion resistant
- Add a personalized finish to vehicle exterior
- Protect plate from natural wear and tear
- Deter theft

**Bell Automotive Black Silicone License Plate Frame**
VIC 22-1-46714-8

- Serves as a spacer for recessed license plate area on the rear of a vehicle
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 mounting plate and 4 screws
- User friendly and easy to install

**Cruiser Accessories Mounting License Plate, Black**
CRU 79150

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
License Frames

- Universal Custom Accessories Large License Plate Mounting Bracket CUS 92651

- Serves as a spacer for recessed license plate area on the rear of a vehicle
- Designed to fit all standard 6x12 inch novelty/license plates
- Includes 1 bracket and 2 screws
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories License Plate Bracket, Black CRU 79050

- Direct replacement and universal lenses available for a proper fit every time
- Helps protect bulb and socket connections
- A necessary item for passing state inspection
- Easy to install: just screw or clip on to the car body or bumper

Dorman - Help License Plate Lens MTM 68168

- Direct replacement and universal lenses available for a proper fit every time
- Helps protect bulb and socket connections
- A necessary item for passing state inspection
- Easy to install: just screw or clip on to the car body or bumper

Dorman - Help License Plate Lens MTM 68150

- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for domestic vehicles
- Includes 4 1/4 x 3/4 inch (6.35 mm x 19.05 mm) fasteners, 4 plastic nut grommets and 1 special Star Pin key for installation

Cruiser Accessories Fasteners, Standard-Steel License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 80230

- Conveniently packaged in a variety of sizes, assortments, and quantities
- Metal screws and nylon nuts included (where applicable)
- Tamper-proof screws provided for increased security (where applicable)
- Durable design for a long service life

Dorman - Help License Plate Screw Kit MTM 49258

- Fasteners are designed with a star center
- Impossible to remove screws without the special Star Pin key
- Keep Star Pin key for future use
- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for domestic vehicles
- Includes 4 1/4 x 3/4 inch (6.35 mm x 19.05 mm) fasteners, 4 plastic nut grommets and 1 special Star Pin key for installation

Cruiser Accessories Locking Fasteners, Standard-Stainless Star Pin License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 81200

- Takes the ‘rattle’ out of your license plate
- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for domestic or import vehicles
- Includes 4 M6 x 20mm (M6 x .787 inch) fasteners, 4 nuts and 1 special Star Pin key for installation

Cruiser Accessories Locking Fasteners, Metric-Stainless Star Pin License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 81300

- Takes the ‘rattle’ out of your license plate
- Fasteners are designed with a star center
- Impossible to remove screws without the special Star Pin key
- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for domestic or import vehicles
- Includes 2 Rattle Stop fasteners, 2 plastic washers and 1 special Star Pin key for installation

Cruiser Accessories Locking Fasteners, Ultimate Kit-Stainless Star Pin License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 81500

- Takes the ‘rattle’ out of your license plate
- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for domestic vehicles
- Includes 4 1/4 x 3/4 inch (6.35 mm x 19.05 mm) fasteners and 4 plastic nut grommets
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Fasteners, Standard-Steel License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 80330

- Designed to fit all novelty/license plates for import vehicles
- Includes 4 M6 x 20mm (M6 x .787 inch) fasteners and 4 nylon nuts
- User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Fasteners, Metric-Nylon, Black License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 80150

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Designed to fit most novelty/license plates for domestic or import vehicles
• Includes 2 6 mm x 18 mm (.23 x .708 inch) fasteners, 2 nuts and 1 wrench
• Keep anti-theft wrench for future use
• User friendly and easy to install

Cruiser Accessories Fasteners, Anti-Theft License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 80733

• Eliminates the visibility of the fastener
• Completes the look of your license plate
• Fastener caps are chrome plated plastic
• Designed to fit all novelty/license plates
• Includes 4 fastener caps with plastic cap retainers

Cruiser Accessories Fastener Caps, Chrome License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 82690

• Eliminates the visibility of the fastener
• Completes the look of your license plate
• Fastener caps are chrome plated with a clear pave setting
• Designed to fit all novelty/license plates
• Includes 4 fastener caps with plastic cap retainers

Cruiser Accessories Fastener Caps, Chrome/Clear Pave License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 82431

• Conveniently packaged in a variety of sizes, assortments, and quantities
• Metal screws and nylon nuts included (where applicable)
• Tamper-proof screws provided for increased security (where applicable)
• Durable design for a long service life

Dorman - Autograde License Plate Fasteners Kit-1/4 In. x 5/8 In. DOR 785-109

• Conveniently packaged in a variety of sizes, assortments, and quantities
• Metal screws and nylon nuts included (where applicable)
• Tamper-proof screws provided for increased security (where applicable)
• Durable design for a long service life

Dorman - Autograde License Plate Hardware Kit-Black and White DOR 785-134

Cruiser Accessories Fastener Caps, Black License Plate Frame Hardware CRU 82650

• Heavy-duty, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
• Water repellent, protects against mold and mildew
• Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Up to 15' (Gold) DAP AC63
AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Cars 15'1" - 16'8" (Gold) DAP AC64
AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Cars 16'9" - 19" (Gold) DAP AC65

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

EXTERIOR COVERINGS

• Medium weight, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
• Water repellent, protects against mold and mildew
• Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Up to 15' (Blue) DAP AC60
AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Cars 15'1" - 16'8" (Blue) DAP AC61
AutoCraft Easy Fit Car Cover, Fits Cars 16'9" - 19" (Blue) DAP AC62

• Lightweight, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
• Water repellent, protects against mold and mildew
• Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

AutoCraft Easy Fit SUV Cover, Fits SUVs 14' - 15'6" (Grey) DAP AC58

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES**

**MIRRORS**

- Lightweight, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
- Water resistant, protects against mold and mildew
- Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

**AutoCraft Easy Fit Truck Cover, Fits Trucks 17'5" - 19' (Grey)**
DAP AC79

- Lightweight, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
- Water resistant, protects against mold and mildew
- Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

**AutoCraft Easy Fit Motorcycle Cover, Fits Up To 1500cc (Blue & Silver)**
DAP AC57

### Spot Mirrors

- Lightweight, breathable, non-abrasive fabric
- Water resistant, protects against mold and mildew
- Full elastic hem with reinforced grommets

#### K-Source Adjustable Spot Mirrors, Twin Pack, 2 Inch
MRR C0400

- Stick-on
- 2" Round
- Adjustable

#### K-Source Adjustable Spot Mirrors, Twin Pack, 3 Inch
MRR C0600

- Spot mirror
- Stick-on
- Can be placed in any position on driver or passenger mirrors for blind spot reduction

#### K-Source Wedge Spot Mirror, 2 1/8 Inch x 2 1/8 Inch
MRR CW011

- Spot mirror
- Stick-on
- Can be placed in any position on driver or passenger mirrors for blind spot reduction

#### K-Source Wedge Spot Mirror, 3 1/4 Inch x 3 1/4 Inch
MRR CW062

- Reduces blind spots
- Stick-on
- Spot mirror
- Adjustable to fit most mirrors

#### K-Source Wedge Spot Mirror, 1 1/2 Inch x 2 1/4 Inch
MRR CW062

- Convex Lens increases visibility
- Spot mirror
- Can be placed in any position on driver or passenger mirrors for blind spot reduction

#### K-Source Spot Mirrors, 2 Pack
MRR CW1000

- Wide view mirror
- Blue lens
- Stick-on

#### K-Source Round Spot Mirror, 2 Inch
MRR CO20

- Convex Lens
- Stick-on
- 2" Round Spot mirror

#### K-Source Round Spot Mirror, 3 Inch
MRR CO30

- Stick-on
- Spot mirror
- Includes adhesive tape

#### K-Source Round Spot Mirror, 3 3/4 Inch
MRR CO37

- Stick-on
- 3 3/4" Round Spot mirror
- Can be placed in any position for blind spot reduction

#### K-Source 5 Inch Round Clamp-On Convex Mirror
MRR CL052

- Clamp-on
- 5" Round
- Adjustable

#### K-Source Universal Car Mirror, Dual Sport, 2 Pack
MRR 1600

- Universal Fit
- Includes both Driver and Passenger Side
- Chrome Finish

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
SPLASH GUARDS

- Material: ABS
- **Powerflow Splash Guards**
  - For Light Trucks EXA 4322

- **Powerflow Splash Guard** EXA 4754

- **Powerflow Extreme Splash Guard** EXA 3105

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
WHEEL COVERS

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Milwaukee, 14”, 4 Pack** WHC AC224
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Milwaukee, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC225
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Milwaukee, 16”, 4 Pack** WHC AC226
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Milwaukee, 17”, 4 Pack** WHC AC964

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Nashville, 14”, 4 Pack** WHC AC985
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Nashville, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC986

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Raleigh, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC978

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Richmond, 14”, 4 Pack** WHC AC227
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Richmond, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC228
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Richmond, 16”, 4 Pack** WHC AC982

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Turbine, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC223

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Turin 2, 15”, 4 Pack** WHC AC238
- **AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Turin 2, 16”, 4 Pack** WHC AC239

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Wheel Cover Sets

- Rust resistant finish
- Easy installation with plastic clips
- Adjustable retention ring secures fit

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Rio,**
17”, 4 Pack WHC AC981

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Toronto,**
16”, 4 Pack WHC AC979

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Tuxedo,**
15”, 4 Pack WHC AC980

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Tuxedo,**
16”, 4 Pack WHC AC981

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Vancouver,**
15”, 4 Pack WHC AC9426

**AutoCraft Wheel Covers, Vancouver,**
16”, 4 Pack WHC AC9426

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*